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The WSR 1013/2006 is meant to stop
• Illegal exports of harmful stuff
• To nations with lower environmental standards
• In order to avoid environmental harm
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Let‘s have a closer look at the daily reality seen
from the eyes of an EU WEEE recycler.....
The reality is that this travels without problems
• Many pick-up trucks with e-waste
• Travel across borders without problems
• Without much paper work....

Photo Credit: J Huisman The Dutch WEEE Flows, UNU, Bonn (D)

Clearly this is illegal, but there is too little enforcement…….
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The processing chain of WEEE recycling
De-pollution
Shredder

Ferrous metals

Non-Ferrous Separation

Non-ferrous metals
Pre-processing of WEEE Plastics

End-processing PCR plastics & Extrusion
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The practice of classifying waste
EWC:
19: WASTES FROM WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES
19 10
wastes from shredding of metal-containing wastes
19 10 06 other fractions other than those mentioned in 19 10 05
Basel:
B1110 Electrical and electronic assemblies:
Waste electrical and electronic assemblies or scrap (1)(including printed circuit boards) not
containing components such as accumulators and other batteries included on list A.
Or:
EWC:
16: WASTES NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIED IN THE LIST
16 02
wastes from electrical and electronic equipment
16 02 16 components removed from discarded equipment other than those in 16 02 15
OECD:
GC 020 Electronic scrap (e.g. printed circuit boards, electronic components, wire, etc.) and
reclaimed electronic components suitable for base and precious metal recovery
So, this looks like a green listed waste….
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Wrong ....no, this is not seen as green listed waste
This is often – but not always - seen as:

EWC:
19 10 02
19 10 05*
19 10 06

non-ferrous waste
other fractions containing dangerous substances
other fractions other than those mentioned in 19 10 05

OECD/Basel:
“Not listed“
Possible reasons:
• this is a mixture of plastics < 90% and/or non-ferrous metals also < 90%
• the material contains brominated flame retardants or printed circuit boards or led
And this requires a notification in many countries….but not all…
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Finally….we identified the waste…..
You would think, but then
(i) Basel Annex VIII (or IX if applicable):
(ii) OECD code (if different from (i)):
(ii) EC list of wastes:
(iv) National code in country of export:
(v) National code in country of import:
(vi) Other (specify):
(vii) Y-code:
(viii) H-code:
(ix) UN class:
(x) UN Number:
(xi) UN Shipping name:
(xii) Customs code(s) (HS):
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The H-Code to classify the hazardousness........
New H-Codes (since June 1st 2015)

HP1 “Explosive”
HP2 “Oxidizing”
HP3 "Flammable":
HP4 “Irritant”
HP5 “Harmful”
HP6 “Toxic”
HP7 “Carcinogenic”
HP8 “Corrosive”
HP9 “Infectious”
HP10 “Toxic for reproduction”
HP11 “Mutagenic”
HP12 "Release of an acute toxic gas"
HP13 “Sensitizing”

Source: Draft EU Guidance document
On the definition and classification of hazardous
waste (June 2015 – 143 pages)

HP14 “Ecotoxic”
HP15 Waste capable of exhibiting a hazardous property listed above not
directly displayed by the original waste

What is required for a notification request
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Three parts of documentaton with in total 50 pieces of information
Many about despatch location, the receiving location
The logistics: transporter, countries, transport mode, packaging, exact routing etc.
Interim or final recovery or disposal
Designation waste, description, composition, hazardous characteristics, inventory
If recovery: planned method, amount recovered/disposed waste, values and costs
Evidence of insurance against liabilites to thirds
Evidence of contract with copy originally signed
Evidence of financial guarantee
Certification that information is complete and correct
Form with original signatures
Form for the movement of the goods with signatures
And a list of additional questions, that might be asked.
Two-fold, ORIGINAL signatures, a PAPER file of over 100 pages…
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List of additional questions........
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Type and duration of authorisation of recovery or disposal facilities.
Copies of the permits
Measures to be taken to ensure transport safety.
The transport distance(s) between the notifier and the facility
Alternative routes, unforeseen circumstances and transfers (intermodal transport)
Costs of transport between the notifier and the facility.
Copy of the registration of the carrier(s) regarding the waste transport.
Chemical analysis of the composition of the waste.
Description of the production and or treatment process of the waste.
Copies of the contracts referred to in Part 1, points 22 and 23.
Copies of the policy of insurance against liability for damage to third parties.
And …. any other information which is pertinent to the assessment of the notification
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And then the big waiting starts........
Competent authority of despatch
• 30 days for processing
• Can ask new questions
• A new period of 30 days starts
• Can ask new questions
• Until all questions are answered
Only then file is forwarded to
Competent authority of receipt
• 30 days for processing
• Can ask additional questions
• 30 days for processing
• Can ask additional questions
• Until all questions are answered
We so far had 2 cases where we spent over 1 year to get a notification…

The financial guarantee........
• The financial guarantee can represent a capital investment
• There is no standard approach between the MS‘s and even differences within one MS
• The procedures and texts are not standardized at all
Just one example for this material:
Considered hazardous (circuit boads)
Z = 1,3
T = 350 km x 0,17 €
B = 650 €
L = 350 €
Calculation financial guarantee:
1,3x(350x0,17+650+350)= 1 380 €/MT
The material with a positive value.....

Notifications are expensive........
•
•
•
•
•

There is not only the financial gauarantee and the costs for direct work
On top there are direct costs from the competent authorities
Both authority of despatch and authority of receipt can invoice
Administrative costs of several thousand € per notification and authority can occur
„Pricing table“ of the UK goes up to 24 000 £ administration fee for 1 notification

Rather than supporting compliant recycling, this
system of notifications is punishing compliant recycling.
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What can be done to speed this up?
•
•
•
•
•
•

The concept of becoming a pre-consented recovery facility
Quite a number of conditions have to be fullfilled
But it is possible.....
Officially there is a much shorter response time (7 days)
But authority of dispatch can ask additional questions (30 days response time)
So, in most cases duration of notification request is still far too long.......

So we thought of a new concept that is more up to date….and faster….

Our proposal: a “Fast-Track Notification”
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

This proposal is for European countries only
All information is there and it does not need a change of the WSR
The basis is a pre-consented recovery facility (country of receipt)
Sender is an authorized collection or treatment plant (country of despatch)
If despatch location with authorized waste code wants to send this material
To a pre-consented recovery plant for the same waste code
No more extra verification steps are needed – less costs
A concept of electronic data exchange should be developed

Advantages:
•
•
•
•

Notified waste shipments can start within one week
NO MORE PAPERWORK
Except for one document (notification form) that needs to accompany the load
Planning much more flexible and ......
Fast-Track Notifications towards a true Circular Economy in Europe…….

A “Fast-Track Notification”

We should be able to work at the pace of business and not at the pace of administration
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